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Bigger is better: Tom of Finland, oversized for maximum pleasureIn 1998, TASCHEN introduced the

world to the masterful art of Touko Laaksonen with The Art of Pleasure. Prior to that, Laaksonen,

better known as Tom of Finland, enjoyed an intense cult following in the international gay

community but was largely unknown to the broader audience.In 2009, TASCHEN followed up with

the ultimate Tom overview: Tom of Finland XXL, a beautiful big collectorâ€™s edition with over

1,000 images, covering six decades of the artistâ€™s career. The work was gathered from

collections across the United States and Europe with the help of the Tom of Finland Foundation,

and features many drawings, paintings, and sketches never previously reproduced. Other images

have only been seen out of context and were finally presented in the sequential order Tom intended

for full artistic appreciation and erotic impact.The elegant oversized volume showed the full range of

Tomâ€™s talent, from sensitive portraits to frank sexual pleasure, to tender expressions of love, and

haunting tributes to young men struck down by AIDS, and was completed by eight commissioned

essays on Tomâ€™s social and personal impact by Camille Paglia, John Waters, Armistead Maupin,

Todd Oldham, and others, plus a scholarly analysis of individual drawings by art historian Edward

Lucie-Smith.The only thing missing from Tom of Finland XXL was a widely affordable price

tagâ€”until now. The new Tom of Finland XXL is still big enough to work your biceps, and includes all

of the original content, but costs a fraction of the original price. Youâ€™re welcome.Text in English,

French, and German
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â€œâ€¦the Holy Writ of all Tom of Finland booksâ€¦â€• (theparisreview.org)

Dian Hanson produced a variety of menâ€™s magazines from 1976 to 2001, including Juggs,

Outlaw Biker, and Leg Show, before becoming TASCHENâ€™s Sexy Book editor. Her 60+ books

for TASCHEN include The Art of Pin-up and Psychedelic Sex. She lives in Los Angeles.John

Waters was born in 1946 in Baltimore, Maryland, and briefly attended New York University. He

made his first film, Hag in a Black Leather Jacket, in 1964, and has since directed 16 others,

including Pink Flamingos, Polyester, Hairspray, and Pecker. He lives in Baltimore.Camille Paglia is

the author of six books, including her groundbreaking analysis of sexual ambiguity in art and

literature, Sexual Personae: Art and Decadence from Nefertiti to Emily Dickinson. Paglia is

University Professor of Humanities and Media Studies at University of the Arts, Philadelphia, PA,

where she lives.Todd Oldham's studio is a multifaceted design studio for film, photography,

furniture, interior dÃ©cor, books, and even floral arrangements. He lives in New York City and in

eastern Pennsylvania.Armistead Maupin launched his fictive Tales of the City serial in the San

Francisco Chronicle in 1976, later released as a six-volume series of novels, three of which were

produced as miniseries for television. He lives in San Francisco.Edward Lucie-Smith was born in

1933 in Kingston, Jamaica, and schooled at Oxford. He has published over 100 books, including

Sexuality in Western Art and Latin American Art of the 20th Century. He lives in London and travels

extensively.

Brilliant book, amazing format, art and photos; if you enjoy Tom of Finland this book will bring lasting

enjoyment to your collection.

A fantastic purchase, well worth it for such a collection if you happen to be a fan.The outside sleeve

of the hardcover book was damaged and marked in multiple spots however. It looks like this book

perhaps wasn't actually new, and was maybe carefully owned or even just sloppily handled when

packaging. The inside seems to be in mostly almost great shape and is full of beautiful images.

There are a few pages with questionable smears and some folded edges. A great addition to our

library for it's original content, not the added extra possible DNA. I love this book, but the seller had

to have known that this WAS NOT a new book...

This book is a BIG and heavy. A great collection of his works from early years to the latter ones we

are more familiar with. Great collection piece to my library.



Great Book and worth the price. The ultimate book on the great Gay Artist. Very Erotic and

informative. a complete history of Tom Of Finland!

Brilliant.

Possibly the greatest purchase of my entire life

book is in good shape

WAY beyond what I expected. Every page is more wonderful than the previous-and the gatefolds; of

which there are many...are stunning.
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